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Rolling Ring - Assembly Instructions
EDROLL/1

Ages 3-8 

Our Rolling Ring is a great activity product and will provide young 
children with many hours of fun. 

Assembly is simple. Firstly, position the padded fabric on end to form 
a circle. Next, position one of the hoops on top of the circle and then 
peel apart each of the hook and loop strap fasteners. Now position 
the strap over the hoop and then through the plastic eye and pull back 
firmly towards you in order to secure it to the hook section of the strap.  
As you progress, the fabric will become quite taut and you will need 
to pull it towards you to secure each of the final straps. This tight fit is 
necessary to ensure that the hoops stay in place when in use.   

Once all the straps have been secured on both sides, push each of the 
hoops towards the middle of the padded ring as this provides 
cushioning for the hoops. The edge of the hoop should now be level 
with the fabric.  It is recommended that you re-check the straps and 
give them a final adjustment if necessary.     

Well done and enjoy!

Warning!
Please ensure that this product is used in a safe and contained area. 

For full assembly tutorial video, please visit our website.

Thank you for purchasing our Pass and Catch Airball Game, 
which has been produced using quality materials and we’re 

sure will provide many hours of enjoyment!

The large lightweight inflatable Airball has been designed 
for short bursts of play. Bounce the Airball from one 

parachute team to another.

IInflation is via the Zip opening on the ball using an 
electric Pump or more rapidly with a Hairdryer using 

the cool setting (not supplied)

ENJOY!
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